
MODEL PAPER - 12

1. Sachin completed his century at 4.30p.m we reached the stadium at 4. 45p.m 

1) When we reached the stadium, sachin completed his century.

2) When we had reached the stadium, sachin already completed his century.

3) When we reached the stadium, sachin had already completed his century.

4) When we had reached stadium, sachin had already completed his century.

2. she usually …………( sit ) in the front row

1) sits 2)is sitting 3)sit 4) will sit

3. I can’t remember …..incident, which she told

1) A 2) an 3) the 4) No article.

4. Shankar dada is ……………..M.B.B.S doctor.

1) A 2) an 3) the 4) no article

5. The traveller said, “ But on his visit, I notice a sea change!”

1) The traveler exclaimed that on that visit, he noticed a sea change

2) The traveler informed that on that visit, he notices a sea change.

3) The traveler perceived that on that visit, he had noticed a sea change

4) The traveler said that but on this visit, he noticed a sea change.

6. She said to her brother , “ Am doing e right thing?”

1) She asked her brother whether she was doing the right thing.

2) She wondered if she is doing the right thing

3) She asked her brother whether she did the right thing.

4) She questioned her brother if he was doing the right thing

7. She rendered the song beautifully (Change the voice)

1) The song is rendered beautifully by her. 

2) The song was rendered her beautifully.

3) The song was rendered beautifully by her.

4) The song she rendered beautifully.

8. He handed her a  letter

1) She was handed to a letter 3) A letter was handed to her.
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2) She was handed a letter by him 4) She is handed a letter by him.

9. Which language is used for friends

1) formal 2) in formal 3)  personal 4) impersonal

10. Heading of a letter consists of……….

1) Place 2) date 3)  1 & 2 4)  none

11. Ajay ……………with some valuable books. He is a thief.

1) Ran way 2) ran across 3)ran in to 4) ran for

12. Identify the silent letter in the word. ‘yacht’

1) c 2) h 3) t 4)  ch

13. They came …………the room slowly

1) In to 2) on to 3) in 4) for

14. The girl was absorbed………………her work

1) On 2) in 3) for 4)upon

15. We saw a singing bird in the morning.

1) noun 2)  adjective 3) verb 4) adverb

16. Revanth is very fast

1) verb 2) adverb 3)adjective 4) noun

17. Identify the correctly spelt word.

1) Vacume 2) vacuum 3) vacum 40 vocume

18. The African elephant is larger than many other animals ( change in P.D)

1) no other animal is so larger as the african elephant.

2) Very few animals are as large as the african elephant.

3) Some animals are atleast as large as theafrican elephant.

4) No other elephant is so large as the african elephant.

19. / t eInd3 / change the phonetic transcription in to english word.

1) Tank 2) chance 3) change 4) tent

20.  sounds in ………
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1) Class 2) fun 3) pen 4) fan

21. your brother has just passed his exams ( what would you say )

1) good luck 2) well done 3)That’s all right 4 )don’t worry

22. On the eve of his retirement the manager thanked his colleagues………….

1) Sweetly and melodiously 3) slow and steadily

2) graciously and profusely 4)frankly ad freely

23. Frustrating.( identify the word which is closest in meaning)

1) disappointing 2) disenchanting 3) humiliating 4)repulsive

24. The antonym of ‘ genuine’ is

1) cheap 2) fair  3)fake 4) fine

25. She is very late to class today,………?

1) Is she? 2)isn’t she? 3)hasn’t she 4)doesn’t she?

26. Abhishek knows Aishwarya is coming tomorrow. How can he confirm

1) you are coming tomorrow, isn’t it?

2) you are coming tomorrow, aren’t you?

3) Are you coming tomorrow,

4) You are coming tomorrow, aren you

27. He is not strong. He is not brave ( combine the sentences )

1) he is either strong or brave.

2) He is not strong therefore he is not brave.

3) He is neither strong nor brave.

4) He is not strong so he is not weak.

28. He studied hard. He got a first class ( combne the two sentences in to simple sentence)

1) having studied hard, he got a first class.

2) He studied hard, therfore he got a first class

3) Being studied hard hegot a first class.

4) He got first rank because he studied hard.

 Passage
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At a time when we are enjoying longer, more healthful lives, ominous headlines 
announce researchers tie aluminum to Alzheimer’s disease and coffee linked to cholesterol 
rise. As a result of a alarming and some times ambiguous bulletins, minor health worries often 
become major threats, and speculations about disease prevention become ‘proven’ cures. Part 
of the problem is that the media often trumpet questionable research findings as major 
medical break-through. In 1985, three French scientists told reporters at a press conference 
that the drug cyclosporine appeared to halt the growth of the AIDS virus. They based the 
announcement on their observation of two AIDS patients treated for eight days. Never mind 
that no actual study had been done; for the media, the announcement was enough, and the 
story became front-page news around the world. Unfortunately, one of the patients died with 
in days. Cyclosporine was no miracle cure. 

29. According to the writer a lot of present day medical research is

1) Sound and dependable 3) of questionable merit

2)  Utterly unconvincing 4) of no value at all

30. The undue publicity given to such research 

1) has no impact on people’s lives in general

2) Adds to people’s worries and gives them false hopes.

3) Fills people’s lives with death and destruction

4) Makes people aware of the disesses.

31. The role of the media has been 

1) To make people aware of possible health hazards

2) To give publicity to questionable research finding.

3) To dispel people’s fears about unknown diseases 

4) To report major medical discoveries.

32. According to some of the research findings coffee is responsible for the rise in 

1) Cyclosporine 3) AIDS

2) Alzheimer’s disease. 4) cholesterol level

33. The drug cyclosporine was reported

1) As a treatment for AIDS

2) As having no effect on the treatment for AIDS

3) As accelerating the growth of AIDS
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4) As being responsible for the death of two AIDS patients.

34.Find out the part of sentence which has an error.

One of my friend (a)/ has been working ( b) / in infosys ( c) / for 2 years (d)

1)a                    2)  c 3) d 4) b

35.which of the following words is monosyllabic

1)saucer                  2) screw         3)pencil       4) dinner

36.a dogs legs at the back are called…….

1) rear legs                  2) hind legs 3) behind legs 4) back legs

Key

 1) 3 2)   1 3)  3  4) 2 5)   1  6) 1

 7) 3 8) 2 9) 2 10) 3  11) 1 12)  4

13) 1 14) 2 15) 2 16)  2 17)  2 18)  2

19) 3 20) 2 21) 2 22) 2 23) 1 24) 3

25)  2 26) 2 27) 3 28) 1 29) 3 30) 2

31) 2 32) 4 33) 1 34) 1 35) 2 36) 2
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1. English ___________(speak) by people all over the world.

1.   is speaking         2.    is spoken       3.   was spoken      4.   were speaking

2. Each of the students_________a copy of the grammar book
1. have 2. has 3.    is 4. Can

3. I met with ____ NATO official last weak.
1. a 2. an 3.  the 4. No article

4. ________higher you go the cooler it becomes.
1. a 2. an 3. the    4. No article

5. Let’s not wait of Ranga “she said
1. She suggested that they should not wait for Ranga
2. She Suggested that they should not waited for Ranga
3. She suggested that they should wait for Ranga
4. She suggested that they will not wait for Ranga.

6. I said “these mangoes are sweet” 
1. I said that “these mangoes are sweet”
2. I said that those mangoes were sweet
3. I said that those mangoes had sweet
4. I said that those mangoes were sweetly.

7. Ashok has written this letter 
1.  This letter had been written by Ashok            2   This letter have been written by Ashok
3. This letter has been written by Ashok           4  This letter has written by Ashok.

8. Hari stole my book
1. My book is stolen by Hari           2      My book is stolen by Hari
3. My book was stolen by Hari.      4        Hari was stolen by my book.

9. Salutation to a close friend should be ______________
1.   Dear Mr. Ravi, 2.    My dear friend,       3.   My dear Ravi,    4. None

10. Dear Mrs.Radha,  in this salutation Mrs.  is __________ .
1.    Special title 2.    Common title        3.  Courtesy title     4. None

11. Please write clearly.  I can’t ___________what you’ve  written.
1. make up 2. make out   3. make for 4.  make into

12. In one word ‘t’ is not pronounced.  Identify the word.
1. fast 2. fasten 3. caste 4.   Costumer

13. Supply the missing letters in the word gen_______s.
1. ie 2. ia 3. iu 4. au

14. An ice-cream vendor passed __________ the street.
1. along 2. a cross 3. by 4. Into

15. Raja wait _______ 5o  clock ________ the evening
1. at,  in      2. by, on 3. till, in 4. at, in

       

16. I would whip him hard for that.
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1. Verb 2. Adjective 3. Adverb 4. Conjunction.

17. She took.  Helen to an oculist and learned that she was blind .
1. Noun 2. Adjective 3. Adverb 4. Pronoun

18. Identify the wrongly spelt word.
1. violant   2. Reluctant  3. Ignorant  4. Arrogant

19. No other king in the world is so hand some as I.
1. I am one of the most handsome kings on the earth
2. I am not the most handsome king on the earth.
3. I am the most handsome king on the earth
4. I am not one of the most handsome kings off the earth

20. /  : kjU  list /
1. artist     2. oculist 3. Ornithologist 4.   Occasion

21.     / f /
1. fish    2. fist 3. puss 4. push.

22. ‘Ramesh you ought to at least learn how to write your name’ The sentence is a _____
1. Request 2. Suggestion 3. Order        4. Permission

23. Your friend has just married.  What do you say ?
1. How nice 2. Well done 3. Best of luck 4.  Best wishes.

24. Raj am  is 60 years old now.  When he was young.  He _____ play tennis.
1. like to 2. willing to 3. Use to 4. Used to

25. The little boy was afraid of his father.  Who his father called him, he went up to  him rather________.
1. softly 2 happily 3. timidly 4.     stupidly

26. Rajesh’s father last sensation in same of the body muscles.  He is a ________.
1. Spastic 2. Paralytic 3. Amnesiac  4.     Mute

27. Neophyte
1. Beginner 2. Experienced 3. Veteran 4.   Learned

28. The youths disturbed the tranquil atmosphere by indulging in anti-social activities. 
(Choose the opposite word for the underlined word)
1. frustrated 2. Anxious      3. Agitated     4. Quarrel some

29. It’s queer, being alone at Christmas, _____________  ?
1. is it ? 2. doesn’t it ? 3. isn’t it ? 4. isn’t he ?

30. They must speed up the work otherwise they can’t complete it before the sunset.  (simple form)
1. They must speed up the work in order to complete it before sunset.
2. Unless they speed up the work they can’t complete before the sunset.
3. If they do not speed up the work they can’t complete it before sunset.

4. Speeding up the work they can complete the work before sunset.

31            He answered all questions, yet he did not score good marks (Complex form)
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1 He answered all questions, yet he did not score good marks.
2 Though he answered all questions he did not score good marks.
3 Though he answered all questions he did not scored good marks.
4 Having answered all questions he scored good marks

passage
It is difficult to reconcile the ideas of different schools of thought on the question 

of education.  Some people maintain that pupils at school should concentrate on a narrow  
range of subjects which will benefit them directly in their subsequent careers.  Others contend that they should study a 
wide range of subjects so that they have not only the specialized knowledge necessary for their chosen careers but also 
sound general knowledge about the world they will have to work and live in.  Supporters of the first theory state that 
the greatest contributions to civilization are made by those who are most expert in their trade or profession.  Those on 
the other side say that, unless they have a broad general education, the experts will be too narrow in their outlook to 
have sympathy with their fellows or a proper sense of responsibility towards humanity as a whole.

32         Broad general knowledge is necessary because
1. it broadens one’s outlook
2. it teaches us about different things
3. Without it no one would get a job.
4. Specialization is incomplete with out it.

33      Supporters of the first theory say that
1 expert have contributed most to progress in the modern world.
2    experts have done nothing to help mankind.
3    people with general knowledge are more useful than experts.
4     people with general knowledge have contributed to civilization.

34          ‘Schools of thought’ can be explained as
1       groups of people who are schooled to think

                      2          groups of people whose job is to think
                      3           groups of people having the same ideas but with different perception on a particular subject.
                      4          group of people who study in a particular school thoughtfully

35       The idea of the first school of thought in the passage in that
1students should study a few subjects that will help them in their profession
2students should study all the subjects they want to

3students should not undertake any specialized work.
4students should concentrate on studies.

36      According to the second school of thought education will not be very effective if pupils
1 has nothing but general knowledge
2   ignore the study of fine artss
3   do not have a wide general education
4    have inadequate knowledge of their own work.
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KEY

1. 2. 15 3 29 3
2. 2 16 3 30 4
3. 1 17 2 31 2
4. 3 18 1 32 1
5. 1 19 3 33 1
6. 2 20 2 34 3
7. 3 21 1 35 1
8. 3 22 2 36 3
9. 3 23 4
10. 3 24 4
11. 2 25 3
12. 2 26 1
13. 3 27 1
14. 1 28 3
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1. ‘Where is Ramesh ’ ? ‘He is in the garden. He …………………( water ) the plants now.

1) Waters 2) watering 3) is watering 4) was watering.

2. “When I woke up in the middle of the night, the light was on. I …….have forgotten to turn it off ’.

1) Could 2) must 3)should 4) might

3. ……….Coramandal Express derailed in Orissa.

1) A 2) The 3) An 4) No article.

4. She walks like …………queen.

1) A 2) The 3) An 4) No article.

5. They said “Hurrah! We have won the match”

1) They exclaimed with joy that they had won the match

2) They exclaimed with joy that we had won the match

3) They exclaimed with that they had won the match

4) They exclaimed  that they won the match

6. He said that  he would do his best

1) He said , “ He shall do my best “

2) He said , “ I shall do my best “

3) He said , “ He will do my best “

4) He said , “ I would do my best “

7. Her husband will take her to the doctor.

1) She would be taken to the doctor by her husband.

2) She is taken by her husband to the doctor.

3) She will be taken to the doctor by her husband.

4) She is being taken to the doctor by her husband.

8. Please help me (change in to passive voice).

1) You are request to help me.

2) Please I help you.

3) You are ordered to help me.

4) You are suggested to help me.
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9. A business letter is generally

1) Long & personal 3) brief and personal

2) Long & impersonal 4) brief and  impersonal

10. The abbreviation of P.S is………….

1) Post school 2) past script 3) post script 4) none

11. Poor Ranga! He has been ………for promotion in his office.

1) Passing down 2) pass out 3) passing over 4)passing away

12.  Indentify the silent letter in the word “ rhythm “

1) h 2)  r 3) t 4) m

13. Supply missing letter.   End……….,………vour

1) ea 2) ae 3) ie 4) ei

14. They have been preparing for the program me……….Friday

1) For 2)  from 3) since 4) at

15. The cat jumped …………..the rat

1) In 2) in to 3) on 4) upon

16. N.T.R was a famous actor (identify the part of speech of the underlined word

1) Noun 2) pronoun 3) adjective 4)adverb

17. I gave him a pen.

1) Conjunction 2) interjection 3) adjective 4) preposition

18. Identify the wrongly spelt word.

1) Horrified 2) bonafied 3) mummified 4) qualified

19. Establishment is a………………..word

1) Mono syllabic 2) disyllabic 3) tri syllabic 4) polysyllabic

20. Vatican is the smallest country in the world. ( change in positive degree)

1) Vatican is one of the smallest countries in the world

2) Vatican is small than another country in the world

3) No other country in the world is so small as Vatican.

4) Very few countries in the world are as small as Vatican
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21. /h   : n t I  d /

1) Hunted 2) hundred 3) haunted 4) hatred

22. /V I  d 3 I l /

1) Whistle 2) vigil 30 wrestle 40 vase

23. Your friend has become care less in his driving. You think this is wrong.( which of the following you 
would choose to express the idea.)

1)    You can’t be careless in your driving            2) You won’t be  careless in your driving                          3You 
may not be careless in your driving       4) You shouldn’t be careless in your driving

24. Ramu asked his classmate, “Would you lend me your pen “? This is a……………

1) Request 2) suggestion 3) order 4) offer

25. This soldier lost leg in the war; he is now a…………………..

1) Paralytic 2) spastic 3) amnesiac 4) cripple

26. Arjun’s mother is an Orthopaedician. The under lined word mean.

1) A Heart specialist 2) an eye specialist 3) a bone specialist 4) a child specialist

27. Melee ( synonym )

1) Challenge 2) fight 3) order 4) disorder

28. Chaos ( Antonym ) 

1) Voluptuous 2) simplicity 3) awning 4) symmetry

29. Some of you should help me in completing this work………?

1) Should you? 2) shouldn’t they? 3) shouldn’t you? 4) shouldn’t he?

30. All of them attended the programme,……………?

1) Don’t they? 2) Didn’t they? 3) do they? 4) didn’t he?

31. He is honest so I like him. ( change in to complex )

1) He is honest therefore I like him 3) as he is honest I like him

2) Despite of honesty I like him. 4) I like him because he is honest.

32. Fire is a good servant but a bad master. (change in to complex sentence )

1) Fire is a good servant yet a bad master.

2) Fire is a good servant therefore a bad master.

3) Even fire is good servant yet a bad master
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4) Though fire is a good servant, it is a bad master.

33. Identify the number of syllables in the word gorgeous

1) 1 2) 2 3) 3 4) 4

Passage

              One of the most mysterious, best-preserved, least known and most remarkable archaeological spectacles 
in the world is the immense complex of geometrical symbols, giant ground-drawings of birds and animals, and 
hundreds of long, ruler-straight lines, some right across mountains, which stretch over 1200 square miles of the 
table lands at Nazca. It was first revealed to modern eyes in 1926 when three explores looked down on the desert 
from a hillside at dusk and briefly saw a Nazca line highlighted by the low slanting rays of the sun. But it was not 
until the Peruvian air force took aerial photographs in the 1940s that the full magnificence of the panorama was 
apparent. It was as if a dozen deserted airports were spread out across the plains. Hundreds of what looked like 
‘landing strips’ for air craft were revealed. Among the many abstract patterns were giant spiders, a monkey, a 
shark, reptiles and flowers, all drawn on the ground on a huge scale?

34.The ‘ remarkable archaeological spectacles ’ described in the passage are

1)Geometrical symbols 3)  Nazca table lands

2)Huge ground drawings 4)  deserted airports

35.The initial view of the spectacle was not clear because

1)It was seen from a hillside 3) It was seen in the evening

2) It was seen from aircrafts 4) it was offset by rays of the sun.

36.The aerial photographs

1)Failed to reveal anything significant about the spectacle

2)Revealed a distorted view of the spectacle

3)Revealed as much as was already known about the spectacle

4)Revealed the full magnificence of the spectacle

37.In the passage, the spectacle has been compared with

1)Out-of –use airports 3) tablelands

20Animals and flowers 4) hills and mountains

38.The spectacle presented abstract images of

1)Human beings 3) landing strips

2)Hills and mountains 4) birds, animals and flowers
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39.Identify the correct sentence

1)Ramu is clever  wise and honest boy.

2)Ramu is clever, wise, honest boy.

3)Ramu is clever, wise and, honest boy.

4)Ramu is clever, wise and honest boy.

40.After an exclamatory sentence we should use.

1) , 2)   . 3)   ? 4)!

Key

 1) 3 2)    2 3)   2  4) 1 5)   1  6) 2

7) 3 8)  1 9)  4 10) 3  11) 3 12)  1

13)  1 14)  1 15) 4 16)  3 17)  3 18)  2

19) 4 20) 3 21) 3 22) 2 23)4 24) 1

25)  4 26) 3 27) 4 28) 4 29) 3 30) 2

31) 3 32) 4 33) 2 34) 3 35) 3 36) 4

37) 1 38) 4 39)  4                 40) 4
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1. Tick the correct sentence

1) I have been toGoa recently 3) I have gone  to Goa last week

2) I have gone to Goa last week                4)I have been to Goa last Sunday

2. Yesterday  I was late  to the bus station. I ……….waited  for a long time. 

1) could 2)used to 3) had to 4) cant

3. Raghunath studied in ……………open university.

1) A 2) an 3) the 4) No article.

4. …... Living Stone was …………….. great explorer.

1)  A, A 2)The, a 3)No article, A 4) No article, the

5. John said “ I am busy now “  (Change into I.D.S)

1) John said that John was busy 3)  John said that I was busy then

2) John told that he was busy then 4)  John said that he was busy then

6. He asked her whether she liked grapes? (Change into.D.S)

1) He said to her “Did you like grapes? “

2) He said to her “Do she likes grapes? “

3) He said to her “Does she like grapes? “

4) He said to her “Do you like grapes? “

7. The children have eaten all the cakes  (Change into.P.V)

1) All the cakes had been eaten by the children

2) All the cakes has been eaten by the children

3) All the cakes had been eaten by the children

4) All the cakes have been eaten by the children

8. The mad dog bit the beggar.   (Change into.P.V)

1) The beggar is bitten by the mad dog.

2) The beggar has bitten by the mad dog.

3) The beggar was bit by the mad dog.

4) The beggar was bitten by the mad dog.

9. which of the following subscription is correct.
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1) Your’s  Lovingly , 3) Your’s  lovingly ,

2) Yours  Lovingly , 4)  Yours  lovingly ,

10. Which of the following correct

1) No.13 Banjara Hills, 2) No13 Banjara Hills, 3) 13,  Banjara Hills, 4) 13 banjara hills.

11. Who will ……… the baby girl while her mother is in hospital

1) Look after 2) look at 3)look in to 4) look through

12. choose the correct spelling

1) vacum 2) vacum 3)vacuum 4) vacume

13. identify the silent letters in the word “ sigh “

1) s 2) i 3) g 4) gh

14. venkateshwar oreder …………………..coffee 

1) for 2)  to 3)in 4) no preposition

15. she listend to his speech …………..radio.( fill in the blank with apprropriate prepositions)

1) on 2) from 3) in 4) to

16. The hide can lift heavy objects. The under lined word is a………………..?

1) Noun 2)verb 3)preposition 4) adverb

17. I scarcely passed 10th class.

1) noun 2)adjective 3)verb 4) adverb

18. One word is spelt wrongly. Identify the wrongly spelt word.

1) picture 2)nature 3)mixture 4) tresure

19. The pacific is a deeper than any  other ocean ( to superlative degree)

1) The pacific is one of the deepest ocean 3) The pacific is deeper ocean

2) The pacific is the deepest ocean 4) The pacific is more deep ocean.

20. iron is not as heavy as lead ( to comparative degree )

1) Lead is the heaviest. 3) iron is heavier than lead

2) Lead is as heavy as iron 4) lead is heavier than iron

21. /d3  n k /

1) chunk 2)junk 3) chalk 4)young
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22. /r u : m ae t I k /

1) rumor 2) romantic 3) rheumatic 4) remaining

23. Your friend congratulated you on getting state rank in Group-I what would you in replay

1) It’s nice of you 3) I am happy

2) It’s very kind of you 4) thank you very much

24. Your son has been doing well in competitive examinations. What would you say to him

1) i am happy 2)all that 3)thank you 4) keep it up

25. After the minister left, the meeting ended……………………

1) quietly 2) quickly 3) abruptly 4)speedily

26. Venkat Rao lost his memory. He is………………..

1) amnesiac 2) cripple 3) paralytic 4)spastic

27. Medley  ( synonym )

1) combination 2) mixture 3)illusion 4)stereotyped 

28. choose the word opposite in meaning to the under lined word fill in the blank

Jasmine has a slender figure, while bland ford is ……………..

1) brave 2) frail 3)healthy 4)stout

29. They had better surrender to the police………………?

1) hadn’t they? 2) didn’t they 3) had they 4) don’t they?

30. Rama Rao used to swim twenty miles,…………………….? 

1) doesn’t he? 2) Did he 3) didn’t he? 4) don’t he?

31. Unless you go out, I will kick you ( change in to simple)

1) If you do not out, I will kick you 3)in case of not going out, I will kick you

2) Go out other wise, I will kick you 4)in case did not going out, I will kick you.

32. She went to Delhi to attending a meeting ( change in to compound)

1) She went to Delhi as she wanted to attend a meeting.

2) She went to Delhi because she want to attend a meeting.

3) She wanted to attend a meeting and so he went to Delhi.

4) She went to Delhi so that he might attend a meeting
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MODEL PAPER -15

33. Sudha described the Europe tour as hectic.   ( what does the under lined word mean) 

1) slow 2)very busy 3)leisurely 4)dull

Passage

There are some men who seem to be, always on the look out for trouble and to tell the truth, they are seldom 
disappointed. Listening to such men one would think that his world is one of the stormiest and most disagreeable 
places. Yet, after all it is not such a bad place and the difficulty is often in the man who is too thin-skinned. On the 
other hand, the man who goes about expecting people to be like him self, kind and brotherly, will be surprised at 
the kindness he meets even in the most unlikely quarters. A smile is apt to be met with a responsive smile while 
the sneer is just as apt to provoke a snarl. Men living in the same neighborhood may live vastly different lives. But 
it is not the neighborhood which is quarrelsome, but the man within us. And we have it in our power to change our 
neighborhood in to a pleasant one by simply changing our own ways.

34.“ ……………they are seldom disappointed”. The statement denotes that such men

1)Do not have to face any trouble

2)welcome difficulties as a morale booster  

3) generally do not fall to come across troubles

4) manage to keep unruffled in the face of discomfort

35.The author’s own view of the world is that it is 

1)An unpleasant and turbulent place

2)one of the loveliest and quietest place

3) one’s own excessive sensititivity that makes it a bad place

4) sordid place for those who suffer in life

36. “On the other hand…..unlikely quarters”. The statement shows that people’s reaction to our attitude is

1)Often adverse 3) mainly favorable

2)Generally indifferent 4) surprisingly responsive

37.which of the following iss opposite in meaning to the expression ‘think-skinned’ in the passage

1)awkward 3)obstinate

2)insensitive 4)intelligent

38.the passage is about 

1)The world and what one makes of it 3)a kindly and pleasant world

2)Our disagreeable and hostile world 4)our indifferent and unresponsive world
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MODEL PAPER -15

39.what punctuation is to be used in mentionoing time in number

1)Comma 2) full stop                   3) colon 4) semicolon 

40.choose the correct sentence

1)Alas! He is dead

2)Alas  He is dead

3)Alas , He is dead

4)Alas He is dead!

Key

 1) 1 2)    3 3)   2  4) 3 5)   4  6) 4

7) 4 8) 4 9) 4 10) 4  11) 1 12) 3

13) 4 14) 4 15) 1 16) 2 17) 4 18) 4

19) 2 20) 4 21) 2 22) 3 23) 4 24) 4

25) 3 26) 1     27) 2 28) 4 29) 1 30) 3

31) 3 32) 3 33) 2 34) 3 35) 3 36) 4

37) 2 38) 1 39) 2                 40) 1
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MODEL PAPER 16

1 He------------ a letter yesterday
1 had Written 2 has Written 3 wrote 4 has Been Writing

2 Which of the sentences indicate past conclusion.
1 They must have been helping the victims of cyclone.
2 They should have helped the victims of cyclone
3 They might have helped the victims of cyclone
4 They must have helped the victims of cyclone

3 Shekhar thinks that he is -------- chiranjeevi of our college
1 a 2 an 3 the 4 no article

4 -------- Knowledge is power
1 a 2 an 3 the 4 no article

5 He said “The earth moves around the sun
1 He said that the earth moves around the sun
2 He said that the earth moved around the sun
3 He said that the earth is moved around the sun
4 He said the earth moves around the sun

6 John asked where he had been going at that time
1 John said “where was he going at that time?”
2 John said “Where has he been going at the time?”
3 John said “where has he been going at that time?”
4 John said “where he had been going at that time?”

7 By whom was this book written?
1 who  written this book?
2 who was wrote this book?
3 who write this book?
4 who wrote this book?

8 Our soldiers were defending the town.
1 The town was being defended by our soldiers.
2 The town is being defend by our soldiers.
3 The town were been defended by our soldiers.
4 the town were being defended by our soldiers.

9 Salutation to a mere acquaintance is ---------
1 My dear Bhaskar, 2 Dear Bhaskar, 3 Dear Mr. Bhaskar, 4 Dear Friends,

10 Identify the correct subscription
1 Your affectionately son 2 your Loving Son
3 Yours loving son, 4 Your loving son,

11 Poly was -------- with being an illiterate
1 fed 2 fed on 3 fed up 4 fed off

12 Identify the silent letter from the word ‘pearls’
1 p 2 r 3 l 4 s
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13 Identify the part of sentence which has an error
The Property was (a) / divided between (b) / four brothers(c) / of the family(d) 
1 a 2 b 3 c 4 d

14 I paid the entrance fee ------- cash but exam fee ------ cheque
1 in,   in 2 by, by 3 by, in 4 in, by

15 I am thankful --------- you --------- your help
1 for, for 2 to , to 3 to, for 4 for,  to

16 I met Rajesh this morning
1 Noun 2 Adverb 3 Adjective 4 Pronoun

17 Who is Your Class teacher?
1 Noun 2 Adjective 3 conjunction 4 Pronoun

18 One word is spelt wrongly identify the wrongly spelt word
1 speaker 2 begger 3 writer 4 waiter

19 Mother Teresa was the noblest social worker in the world (Change into C.D)
1 Mother Teresa was nobler than many other social workers in the world
2 Mother Teresa was not nobler than many other social workers in the world
3 Mother Teresa was nobler than any other social worker in the world
4 Mother Teresa was not nobler than any other social workers in the world

20 The office works ------ 9 a.m. ---------- 5 p.m.
1 from, and 2 between, to 3 for, and 4 between, and

21 Change the following phonetic transcription into English words / p  0I /
1 appose 2 apathy 3 apply 4 apple

22 Change the following phonetic transcription into English word  / d3: /
1 goddess 2 gorgeous 3 goodness 4 greatest

23 “How is your health? “Can you take the class?” The speaker is ---------
1 showing concern   2 expressing sympathy 
3 seeking information   4 seeking permission

24 “How can  he  do  such a thing  which  is below his dignity!” The speaker is
1 doubtful 2 exclaiming 3 praising 4 enquiring

25 Prabha is not patient enough to wait (which of the following is the meaning of the underlined word in the 
context)
1 person who is calm and does not get angry soon
2 a person who does some thing great or brave
3 a person suffering from some kind of illness
4 a person who is kind and generous   

26   ingenuity (synonym)
1innocence 2 intelligence 3 certainty 4 originality

27 Bizarre ( antonym)
1, manacle 2 fascinating 3 hanger 4 auction

28 Bombay is now called Mumbai, -------------?
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1 is it 2 doesn’t it 3 is n’t it? 4 does it?

29 She has been reading a novel. --------------?
1 is n’t she? 2 doesn’t she? 3 has she? 4 hasn’t she?

30 Combine the sentence using ‘When’
   The train already left the station we reached the station 

1 We reached already when the train had left
2 When the train had already left we reached
3 When we reached the station the train had al ready left
4 When we reached the station, the train left

31 The manger was pleased with Krishna. He gave him prize.(Simple sentence) 
1   Please with Krishna, the manager gave him a prize
2   pleasing Krishna, the manager gave him a prize
3   Being pleased with Krishna, the manager gave him a prize.
4   Having a pleased Krishna, the manager gave him a prize.

Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions follow.
Ninety percent of thought force is wasted by the ordinary human being and therefore he is constantly 
committing blunders. The trained man or mind never makes a mistake. The main difference between 
men and animals is the difference on their powers of concentration. Those who have trained animals 
find much difficulty in the fact that the animals are constantly forgetting what is told him. Here is the 
difference between man and the animal

32 How much of thought force is wasted
1 10 % 2 30% 3 60% 4 90%

33 What happens if thought – force is wasted?
1 mistakes take place 2 good for memory 3 mind works better 4 none

34 Does a trained man commit a mistake?
1 yes 2 no 3 can’t say memory 4 none

35 What is the main difference between a man and an animal?
1 attention 2 concentration 3 memory 4 perception

36 Signals are used for the ----------  of accidents
1 completion 2 coordination 3 prevention 4 attention  

Key

 1) 3 2)    4 3)   3  4) 4 5)   1  6) 1

7) 4 8) 1 9) 3 10) 4  11) 3 12)  2

13) 2 14) 4 15) 3 16) 3 17)  4 18)  2

19) 3 20) 4 21) 2 22) 2 23) 1 24) 2

25) 1 26) 1 27) 2 28) 3 29) 4 30) 3

31) 3 32) 4 33) 1 34) 2 35) 2 36) 3
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